
Most HR helpdesk solutions can’t keep up in today’s world

oday’s employees have new expectations when it comes to how their employers engage 
and support them. Next-generation employees are accustomed to social, mobile, and cloud 
technologies in their personal lives, and they expect the same instant, personalized, and effortless 

experience from their employer. HR organizations are often at the forefront of driving this revolution. 

Companies are looking to transform employee engagement as a strategic approach to driving both 
employee productivity and retention. HR has already started to adopt Cloud HCM to adapt, but  
these systems are fundamentally designed to serve as a system of record for HR itself, not a system  
of engagement. Yesterday’s systems can’t keep up.
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Salesforce HR Helpdesk

Unlike other HR helpdesk solutions, Salesforce is a fully integrated Employee Success Platform that enables companies to connect with their employees 
in entirely new ways. Because the Employee Success Platform is inherently mobile, cloud, collaborative, instantly scalable, and extendable, your 
organization can easily adapt to the next-gen employee, minimize resources to manage the system, and seamlessly integrate with other HR systems. 
The Employee Success Platform can act as a system of engagement that lays on top of your HCM system, helping companies unlock data and present 
information in a single, easy-to-use view. Companies of all shapes and sizes are benefiting from streamlining HR service delivery with Salesforce. 

The Salesforce difference – the Employee Success Platform

Limited or no employee  
self-service tools.

Employees can’t help themselves 
because most systems have limited  
or no self-service options, and they 
lack the ability to deliver a personalized 
and mobile experience. The result is 
lowered employee productivity and 
satisfaction. This is especially true for 
new-hires looking for help during the 
onboarding process, when employee 
performance and turnover skyrockets.

1 Limited insights and  
fragmented processes.

HR management has limited visibility 
into the HR business and metrics, 
leading to an inaccurate view of their 
business and inability to understand 
the source of issues. They also struggle 
delivering standardized and consistent 
employee experiences.  

3Poor HR helpdesk  
agent experience.

Because of multiple, disparate 
systems, HR helpdesk agents have  
no single view of the employees  
they are trying to support. It’s also 
difficult to find answers quickly,  
which slows down their productivity 
and contributes to the poor  
employee experience.
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Maximize HR helpdesk agent productivity with  
Salesforce console 

Built on top of the Employee Success Platform is the Salesforce 
Console, which maximizes HR helpdesk agent productivity to ensure 
an effortless and personalized employee experience. All from one 
interface, users are equipped with a complete view of an employee 
and the ability to find information and expertise easily, including from 
other systems and applications. A few features include: 

a)  Multichannel Case Management – HR users can deliver answers 
across channels, including live chat, email, phone, employee 
community, or video chat – all from one interface.



For More Information 
Contact your account executive 
to learn how we can help you 
accelerate your CRM success.
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Deliver effortless Employees Self-Service from any  
device with Salesforce Employee Community

The out-of-the-box and fully brandable Employee Community 
empowers employees to help themselves. By exposing the HR 
helpdesk team’s Knowledge Base, employees can quickly find the 
answers they need without ever needing to contact HR. And because 
the Employee Community is connected to HR helpdesk processes, 
escalating self-service issues to an agent is seamless, exposing new 
knowledge articles to your HR team and employees can be done in 
one step, and HR has better visibility into employee activity. A few 
differentiators include:

a)  Mobile – The Employee Community 
is fully responsive so that the user 
experience is optimized for every 
device, including desktop, tablet, or 
mobile phone. 

b)  Collaborative – With employees 
conditioned to use crowdsourcing for 
help in their everyday lives, Salesforce’s 
collaborative features mirror the same 
experience. 

Empower Your Business with Salesforce Dashboards  
and Analytics 

With Salesforce, HR managers and executives gain real-time insights 
from any device. And because reports can be created effortlessly 
with clicks instead of code, HR doesn’t need the IT team for access to 
metrics.  Salesforce Analytics allows you to pull and access data from 
various systems in a single view, fostering better decision-making for 
workforce management and performance.

Salesforce customers

b)  Macros – HR users can complete a series of steps in one click, 
eliminating keystrokes and increasing productivity for common 
processes.

c)  Knowledge Management – Salesforce Knowledge is the only 
KCSv5 verified solution, allowing companies to apply best practices 
to their knowledge management processes. Knowledge is accessible 
and recommended to users, all within the Console, and extendable 
to employees via communities, websites, or portals.


